122	THE   MESOPOTAMIAK"   CAMPAIGN.
At the end of July, reviewing the general situation,, the
Chief of the Imperial General Staff laid great stress upon his
difficulties in keeping the army in Mesopotamia supplied with
the personnel, animals and material required to keep it
mobile, and in meeting the demands made upon Imperial
shipping.
Here, on the Tigris, lay a great army—practically every one
of its requirements coming from, overseas. Baghdad had been
captured; the enemy had heen practically driven from the
field in Mesopotamia; but were we any nearer obtaining a
deeision against Turkey as the result?
With no enemy within his reach, unable to maintain a
farther advance, what could General Maude do except to
K uphold British influence in the Baghdad vilayet" by sitting
there awaiting a counter offensive?
From the summer of 1917 onwards, the course of the cam-
paign in Mesopotamia can be summarised very briefly.
Fighting there was—and fighting of a very mobile kind—but
strategically the situation in Mesopotamia itself underwent
tot little change. Early in the autumn it was quite obvious
that nothing more could be expected of Eussia, whose troops
Is the Caucasus and north-west Persia—•without supplies,
transport or money—were melting away, and that in the
Middle East the issue lay entirely between Turkey and Great
Britain.
For the Turks, in Mesopotamia the recapture of Baghdad
had certain obvious political advantages, but strategically the
value of the step seemed disproportionate to the expenditure
required to carry it out, and it was still practically impossible
that Mesopotamia should ever become a decisive theatre in
the war with the British. In Palestine the situation pos-
sessed greater strategical possibilities. From the Turkish
point of view, in Palestine there was an opportunity for
launching another offensive against the Suez Canal; more-
over, at Aleppo was the vital railway centre through which
troops must pass on their way from the Constantinople area—
the base of military enterprise—either to Mesopotamia or to
the Sinai Peninsula and the Hedjaz.
It was, therefore, to Palestine rather than to Mesopotamia
that the chief strategical interest attached. However, a
Turkish winter offensive against Baghdad was in preparation,
and General Maude knew that his enemy was improving
communications and forming dumps of ammunition along
the banks of the Euphrates from Dier ez Zor, through Ana
and Hit to Eamadi. With a view to keeping the counter

